IRC March 8 March 2007
International Women's day
Feminist Techies, Female Geeks take to the streets of the internet!
this is a log of one of our walks:
on Server: irc.chatsa.co.za  Channel: backchat

**** BEGIN LOGGING AT Thu Mar 8 08:19:37 2007
* Now talking on #backchat
* Topic for #backchat is: Whenever a woman lies, it's for a good and honorable reason and in the best interest of others.----------THATS OUR STORY---------AND WE'RE STICKING TO IT!!! Chicks Rule!! end of story!!To show your support wear a pink shirt and jeans on Friday to honour the thoughts of little Sheldean Human. Reason
* Topic for #backchat set by Storm at Wed Mar 7 10:34:38 2007
<txu> hey Hypatia welcome to #backchat!
<simoneDeBeauroir> and it's my mother
<simoneDeBeauroir> or yours
<simoneDeBeauroir> a witch
<simoneDeBeauroir> like the others
<graceHopper> They told me that computers could only do arithmetic
<peaches> Women make policy, not coffee.
<GeorgeE> The women of the country have the power in their own hands, in spite of the law and the government being altogether of the male order. -Victoria Woodhull
<donna> we're here, to cheer, to cheerup, the channel
<peaches> Being sensitive is not enough
<MilenaJesenska> happy women's day
<adaLovelace> "Well-behaved women rarely make history,"
<Hypatia> Vagina power!
* charlottePglman (grey@FCDE4C6B.F7470FA8.11B6EBB4.IP) has joined #backchat
<txu> hey charlottePglman welcome to #backchat!
<Hypatia> Proud to carry a vagina!
<simoneDeBeauroir> if abortion is a crime, masturbation is genocide
<Hypatia> Militant Vagina
<MilenaJesenska> social progress is due to women's progress towards liberty
<peaches> When men are oppressed, its a tragedy. When women are oppressed, its a tradition.
<graceHopper> It's better to act on a good idea than to ask for permission to implement one.
<charlottePglman> When the mother of the race is free, we shall have a better world
* sistero (sistero@B69ECBC1.DCC4D6C4.A62B227.B.IP) has joined #backchat
<txu> hey sistero welcome to #backchat!
<charlottePglman> happy iwd 2007!
<simoneDeBeauroir> Well-behaved women seldom make history
*Bread and Roses
* sistero is now known as KathyAcker
<Hypatia> soy inda y soy lesbiana y me gusta y me da la gana!
* donna is now known as olive
<KathyAcker> We don't have a clue what it is to be male or female, or if there are intermediate genders. Male and female might be fields which overlap into androgyne or different kinds of sexual desires. But because we live in a Western, patriarchal world, we have very little chance of exploring these gender possibilities.*
<Hypatia> there is more unknown than the unknown soldier: his wife
* peaches (noname@9D638AFE.77BC1755.F572ADA.IP) has left #backchat
<olive> 2,4,6,8, who do we appreciate?
<simoneDeBeauroir> simone de beauvoir
<simoneDeBeauroir> edit piaf
<olive> olympe de goude
<adaLovelace> Virginia Wolf
<Hypatia> If You Can't Trust Me With A Choice, How Can You Trust Me With A Child?
<GeorgeE> Angela Davis
<charlottePglman> the women arrested in iran
<olive> emma goldman
<Hypatia> luce Fabbr1
<graceHopper> Mother Jones
<simoneDeBeauroir> brigitte bardo
<Hypatia> mujeres creando!
<GeorgeE> Emily Bronte
<graceHopper> Assata Shakur
<olive> harriet tubman
<Hypatia> madres de la plaza de mayo in argentina
<olive> bye
<olive> www.genderchangers.org
* olive (dana@EFB820E9.DCC4D6C4.A62B227.B.IP) has left #backchat (Strike a woman, you strike a rock!)
* You have left channel #backchat (Proud to carry a vagina)

**** ENDING LOGGING AT Thu Mar 8 08:22:16 2007